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PART A (30 marks)

A.

Essential Articles (15 marks)

1.

Poverty or poison
What are the reasons why so much e-waste is exported to poorer countries? (7 marks)

2.

Hannah Jones
Describe the crisis that almost led to Hannah being taken away forcefully from her home.
What was the outcome? (8 marks)

B.

Short Stories (15 marks)

1.

Three is a lucky number
Ronald Torbay's third murder did not go as planned. What mistakes did he make? (8 m.)

2.

Human Is
What was Jill Herrick supposed to do in the Federal Clearance Court? Explain what
happened! (7 m.)

La Commissaire du G2tt'.~~~~
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PART B: Comprehension Text (30 marks)
Fukushima pensioner army waiting for call-up
So far, about 9,000 workers have been involved in the four-month operation to stabilise the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant, where three of six reactors experienced meltdown in the
aftermath of the 11 March tsunami.

5

IfYasuteru Yamada gets his way, the Fukushima workforce of the future will include a band of
fearless pensioners calling themselves the skilled veterans corps.
This month the retired engineer for Sumitomo Metal Industries, one of the world's top steel
manufacturers, is expected to visit the plant with four colleagues to carry out preliminary
inspections. They propose to help design a replacement for the destroyed reactor cooling system.

10

The 72-year-old graduate of Tokyo University will survey the damage and, pending final approval
from the government and Tepco, the plant operator, call on hundreds of registered volunteers, all
over 60, with expertise in a range of disciplines.
In April, he and two former colleagues reached out to 2,500 potential volunteers by phone and
email. Before long their plea had been repeated on Twitter and via blogs, and for days Yamada's
phone did not stop ringing.

15

As of last week, 430 people had volunteered, according to the group's website. Their average age is
in the late 60s. The oldest is 82.
The government and Tepco have welcomed the plan with caution they have yet to approve the
hiring of hundreds of eager pensioners while conditions at the plant remain hazardous.

20

Goshi Rosono, a special adviser to the prime minister, initially likened Yamada's offer to a "suicide
mission" and suggested his and his corps's services would not be required.
But Rosono has since made more enthusiastic noises. "People who are willing to sacrifice their
daily lives to help the nation resolve these problems are invaluable," he told reporters. "First we will
have to check on their health status, as people at an advanced age working in that kind of
environment could fall ilL"

25

Yamada, who helped build power plants as a Sumitomo Metal employee, insists that the skilled
veterans corps should be allowed to replace younger plant workers who, over time, are more
susceptible to developing cancer.
La Commissaire du G
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Unlike the young engineers currently exposing themselves to high levels of radiation at Fukushima
Daiichi, Yamada, a cancer survivor, reckons he has, at best, about 15 years left to live.
30

"Even if! were exposed to radiation, cancer could take 20 or 30 years or longer to develop," he told
the BBC. "That means us older ones have less chance of getting cancer."
Having benefited from the limitless supply of power that nuclear energy gave resource-poor Japan
in the postwar years, Yamada believes his generation now has a moral duty to help it stabilise the
stricken plant.

35

"In particular, those of us who hailed the slogan that 'Nuclear Power is Safe' should be the first to
join," the corps says on its website. I1This is our duty to the next generation and the one thereafter."
Yamada shuns inevitable comparisons with the kamikaze, the specialist pilots who flew suicide
missions for imperial Japan during the Second World War.

40

His team, Yamada said, would only enter the plant with guarantees of limited exposure to radiation,
and with the support of the country's nuclear authorities.
"The kamikaze were something strange, no risk management there," he said. "They were going to
die. But we are going to corne back."

Justin McCurry
guardian.co.uk, Wednesday 13 July 2011
554 words

Comprehension Questions (20 marks) (Use your own words as far as possible)
1.

2.
3.
4.

What was the response ofYasuteru Yamada and his colleagues to the disaster at
Fukushima? (4 marks)
Why do they consider themselves to be particularly well suited for the job? (6 marks)
Explain why Yamada feels he has a moral duty to carry out this job. (4 marks)
How have politicians in Japan reacted to Yamada's idea? (6 marks)

Development Essay (10 marks) (150 words, +1-10%.)
Do you think the Fukushima disaster will mark the end of nuclear energy as we know it?
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